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Abstract The spring persistence barrier remains a critical challenge for the prediction of El
Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) because it severely limits the potential ability of ENSO forecast across
the boreal spring. Our observational analysis shows that the spring persistence barrier exhibited a significant
decadal modulation in the last half century. Further analysis shows that this decadal modulation is caused
by the decadal variation in spring ENSO stability, which, in turn, is dominated by the thermal damping
feedback of the sea surface temperature (SST) through latent heat flux and shortwave radiation flux. The
change of the thermal damping feedback is associated with the background mean SST, with a cooler SST
corresponding to a greater ENSO instability and a severer spring persistence barrier and vice versa.

Plain Language Summary Obtaining effective and correct El Niño–Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) forecasts is always an inspiring and challenging task but requires additional research for
optimization. One fundamental obstacle that must be faced is the so‐called boreal spring persistence barrier,
which relates to the significant decrease in ENSO's prediction skill that always occurs during the boreal
spring. Through investigating the spring persistence barrier issues by the observational analyses, our study
proposes a mechanism for controlling its variability on the decadal time scale and highlights the significant
effects of the interdecadal climate variability in the tropical Pacific. As the mean state of the tropical
Pacific warms, more moisture is released into the atmosphere for the same magnitude of sea surface
temperature warming, which further leads to the thermal damping over the tropical Pacific and induces
more stable ENSO during the boreal spring. The more stable ENSO then weakens the spring persistence
barrier, making ENSO easier to predict. This study will draw the scientific community's attention on
understanding about ENSO and ENSO predictability; the decadal variations in spring persistence barrier
intensity and its related physical processes should be adequately represented in climate models used for
seasonal predictions and studies of climate variability, change, and projection.

1. Introduction

As the dominant mode of interannual variability, El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) has far‐reaching
impacts on climate and society around the world. ENSO forecast is therefore of great importance.
However, ENSO forecast remains challenging (Barnston et al., 2012; Chen & Cane, 2008; Kirtman &
Schopf, 1998; Latif et al., 1998; Zheng & Zhu, 2016). One fundamental obstacle is the so‐called boreal spring
persistence barrier, which refers to the significant decrease in the persistence of ENSO across the boreal
spring (Webster & Yang, 1992; McPhaden, 2003; Yu & Kao, 2007; Figure S1 in the supporting information).
The spring persistence barrier has been shown to physically correlate with the sudden reduction of ENSO
forecast skills across spring in various climate models, that is, the spring predictability barrier (SPB;
McPhaden, 2003; Mu, Xu, & Duan, 2007; Masuda et al., 2015). Actually, from the perspective of error growth
dynamics, it has been investigated that the SPB for ENSO is the result of the combined effect of the climato-
logical annual cycle, the ENSO itself, and the particular pattern of initial errors (Duan & Hu, 2015; Duan &
Wei, 2012; Mu, Duan, &Wang, 2007; Ren et al., 2016). In addition, it has been noted that the SPB has under-
gone a decadal shift in the mid‐1970s (Flügel et al., 2004; Thompson & Battisti, 2001; Torrence & Webster,
1998; Yu & Kao, 2007). Based on a long‐range data set (1958–2001), Yu and Kao (2007) also indicated that
the persistence barrier showed obvious decadal variation and was more significant in the eastern than the
central Pacific, which they proposed to be influenced by the mean thermocline depth along the equatorial
Pacific. Zhu et al. (2015) also indicated that the decadal correlation between sea surface temperature
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(SST) and thermocline depth showed up a corresponding variation with the spring persistence barrier,
which is consistent with additional previous studies (Fang & Mu, 2018; Lübbecke & McPhaden, 2014;
McPhaden, 2003). Nevertheless, the mechanism for the decadal variation of the ENSO spring persistence
barrier still remains controversial, and the previous studies put little emphasis on the thermal processes in
the equatorial Pacific. Here we show that in observations the ENSO spring persistence barrier is
modulated strongly by the decadal variability of the coupled ocean‐atmosphere feedback, mainly through
the thermal damping processes of latent heat flux (LHF) and downward shortwave radiation flux
(DSWRF). This can help us to understand the decadal variation of the ENSO SPB due to their physical
relationship.

In section 2, we introduce the materials and methods used in this paper. Section 3 describes the data used.
The results are provided in section 4, and the final section gives a brief summary and discussion of
this research.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Calculation of the Spring Persistence Barrier Intensity

The 10‐year window, which is moved forward every year, is used to portray the decadal variation of the
ENSO spring persistence barrier. First, for each 10‐year period, the autocorrelation coefficients of the
Niño3.4 SST index rIji

were calculated as a function of the starting month and leading time, where I is the

starting year of the specific window period, i is the starting month, and j is the leading time. Next, the spring
persistence barrier intensity was calculated as the reduction in correlation coefficient, or persistence, across
the boreal spring (i.e., March–May) regardless of the starting month of the forecast:

SPB Ið Þ ¼ 1
12

∑
12

i¼1
rIji

Febð Þ−rIji Mayð Þ
� �

(1)

where j (Feb) and j (May) represent the jth leading month when month i+j meets February and May (note
that the month number will be added by 12 if i indicates a month before February and May), for the forecast
made in the Ith year and ith month, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 1 by the white dots. Note that the
terminology SPB intensity index used here, which is based on the autocorrelation reduction, is for literal
convenience and is the result of the physical correspondence between the spring persistence barrier and
the predictability‐oriented SPB.

Figure 1. Illustrations of the El Niño–Southern Oscillation spring persistence barrier for two periods. Lagged autocorrela-
tion coefficients of the monthly Niño3.4 SST index as a function of the starting calendar month and lag time for periods of
(a) 1990–1999 and (b) 2001–2010. The contour interval is 0.1. The white dots in both panels denote the spring for each
starting calendar month.
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2.2. Calculation of the BJ Index

As the dominant physical process responsible for the development of El Niño, the Bjerknes feedback
involves various ocean‐atmosphere feedbacks, whose role in forcing variations in the Bjerknes feedback
intensity is investigated here. These feedback terms can be quantified by the formula for the so‐called BJ
index (Kim & Jin, 2011a; Liu et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2016), for which they are estimated in the tropical
Pacific by analyzing the surface ocean heat budget, which mainly consists of three parts: the zonal advective
feedback (ZA), the local upwelling feedback (EK) and the thermocline feedback (TH). Specifically, the sen-
sitivity of the interannual atmospheric response to the eastern Pacific SST is estimated as the regression coef-
ficient μa between the cross‐basin mean atmospheric wind (stress, [τx]) and the eastern Pacific SST as

τx½ � ¼ μa Th i (2)

where T is the SST anomaly averaged over the Niño3.4 region (170–120°W, 5°S to 5°N).

The entrainment temperature is proportional to the depth of the local thermocline 〈h〉 as

H wð ÞTsubh i ¼ ah hh i (3)

Finally, the oceanic response sensitivities to the wind stress are

hh i− hh iw ¼ βh τx½ �; H wð Þwh i ¼ −βw τx½ �; uh i ¼ βu τx½ � (4)

for the thermocline slope, upwelling, and zonal currents, respectively. Here 〈h〉w is the thermocline depth in
the western equatorial Pacific. Using the regression coefficients in the above equations, the ZA, EK, and TH
feedbacks can be obtained asμaβu −Tx

� �
; μaβw −Tz

� �
, andμaβh w=H1h iah, respectively. Here the depth of the

oceanic upper layer is set at 50 m, the upwelling velocity is defined at 50 m, h is the heat content anomaly
that is derived as the column‐weighted temperatures within the upper 300 m, and the vertical temperature
gradient is defined as the temperature difference between the surface and 100 m. Differing from what was
used in Kim and Jin (2011a), we choose the Niño3.4 region as the eastern part of the equatorial Pacific
and (150°E to 170°W, 5°S to 5°N) as the western part.

2.3. Statistical Significance Analysis

Because the data from geophysical time series are not always independent of each other, the persistence
along with the finite size of the samples must be considered when computing statistics (Bretherton et al.,
1999; Trenberth, 1984). In this method, the degrees of freedom can be derived for significance tests using
the correlation between two time series (Xi and Yi) with different autocorrelation sequences of ρXτ and ρYτ
as follows (Bretherton et al., 1999):

T*
XY ¼ T

∑
T−1

τ¼− T−1ð Þ
1−jτj=Tð ÞρXτ ρYτ

(5)

where T*
XY is the number of degrees of the freedom used in the significance calculation and T is the unad-

justed number of degrees of freedom.

3. Data

Several observational and reanalysis data sets were used in this study. The SST data were obtained from
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Extended Reconstructed SST v3b (Smith et al., 2008).
For the surface heat flux, the Twentieth Century Reanalysis Version 2 was used. For the upper ocean and
surface wind stress, we used the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation reanalysis version 2.2.4 product (Carton
& Giese, 2008), where the wind stress data were obtained from the Twentieth Century Reanalysis Version
2 ensemble mean (Compo et al., 2006; Whitaker et al., 2004). Because Simple Ocean Data Assimilation is
an oceanic reanalysis data set that provides surface fluxes (i.e., wind stress but no wind data) and ocean
dynamic fields, this data set is used specifically for calculating the BJ index and the related ocean‐
atmosphere feedbacks. The data sets were analyzed for the period from 1950 to 2010, and the mean seasonal
cycles were removed to calculate the anomalies of each field.
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4. Results
4.1. Relationships Among the ENSO Spring Persistence Barrier,
Instability, and Background Mean SST

The climatological spring persistence barrier can be seen in Figure S1a in
the lagged autocorrelation coefficients of the monthly Niño3.4 SST
anomalies from 1950 to 2010 (see supporting information). The SST
anomalies are the least persistent when they start in the boreal spring
(March–May), with the autocorrelation coefficients falling below 0.7 after
only 1–2 months. Moreover, this rapid decline of SST persistence is phase
locked to the following spring regardless of the initial month. Therefore,
the persistence forecast skill, regardless of the starting month, will experi-
ence a sudden decrease across the boreal spring, that is, the so‐called
spring persistence barrier.

The spring persistence barrier is caused mainly by the seasonality of the
ENSO stability (An & Wang, 2001; Clarke & van Gorder, 1999; Latif
et al., 1994; Mu, Xu, & Duan, 2007; van Oldenborgh et al., 2005;

Torrence & Webster, 1998; Webster, 1995; Yu, 2005; Zheng & Zhu, 2010), with the air‐sea coupled system
most unstable (or least stable) after spring in the summer season (Thompson & Battisti, 2001; Torrence &
Webster, 1998). The minimum signal of ENSO variance in spring relative to other seasons also makes the
subsequent ENSO development more vulnerable to disruption (Hu et al., 2013; Zheng & Zhu, 2010). This
relationship between seasonality of stability and spring persistence barrier can be illustrated in the season-
ality of the stability in the monthly BJ index using the reanalysis data sets (Figure S1b). The BJ index is a
measure of the coupled ocean‐atmosphere feedback in the tropical Pacific, and it has been proven to be valid
on the diagnosis of the ENSO stability, although nonlinear and stochastic feedback are not considered dur-
ing the calculation (Im et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2014; Kim & Jin, 2011a, 2011b; Liu et al., 2014; Stein
et al., 2010).

The seasonal cycle of the BJ index shows a sharp increase from its minimum to its maximum across the boreal
spring (March–May), indicating a transition of the ENSO system from its most stable phase to its most
unstable phase. In the following summer and fall, the ENSO system remains most unstable (relative to its
annual mean) in its development stage, leading to the maximum ENSO amplitude in boreal winter (Stein
et al., 2010). This increase in ENSO instability in spring can lead to the loss of ENSO persistence, or the spring
persistence barrier, as suggested in idealized model studies (Thompson & Battisti, 2001; Torrence & Webster,
1998). This confirms the critical role of ENSO stability in climatological spring persistence barrier in the obser-
vation. The seasonal cycle of the mean persistence (calculation based on the whole period of 1950–2010) also
confirms that the ENSO system is most persistent in winter and least persistent in summer, and the persis-
tence drops from the largest to the smallest during the spring (see Figure S2 in the supporting information).

In the last 50 years, the ENSO spring persistence barrier showed significant decadal variations (Webster &
Yang, 1992; Yu & Kao, 2007). For example, the lagged autocorrelation coefficients of the monthly Niño3.4
SST index differ significantly between periods 1990–1999 and 2001–2010 (Figure 1). The persistence declines
more rapidly in the boreal spring of 2001–2010 than of 1990–1999, indicating a more severe ENSO spring
persistence barrier during 2001–2010 than during 1990–1999. This decadal modulation of the spring persis-
tence barrier can also be quantified using an SPB intensity index (Figure 2), which can effectively measure
the persistence reduction across the spring and is introduced in section 2. The SPB intensity index, which has
a long‐term mean of 0.5, exhibits a strong decadal change, with a strong spring persistence barrier of ~0.7 in
the 1960s and 1970s, followed by a sharp reduction to ~0.3 in the 1980s and 1990s, and a subsequent recovery
in the most recent decade. It is worth noting that the most intensive ENSO events (i.e., the 1982/1983 and
1997/1998 El Niño events) occurred during the weakest spring persistence barrier decades and have themost
successful ENSO forecasts (Barnston et al., 2012). In the most recent decade, however, the spring persistence
barrier intensifies (Figure 1b), and ENSO prediction skill is reduced again (Barnston et al., 2012; Zheng et al.,
2016; Zheng & Yu, 2017).

Since the ENSO spring persistence barrier is caused by the seasonal cycle of ENSO stability, we further pro-
pose that the decadal modulation of spring persistence barrier is caused by the decadal change in ENSO

Figure 2. Relationships among the El Niño–Southern Oscillation spring
persistence barrier, instability, and background mean SST. Time series of
SPB intensity index (red), spring BJ index (black) and their corresponding
error bars (shaded 95% confidence interval using the bootstrapmethod), and
the mean spring SST anomalies over the Niño3.4 region in a 10‐year window
moving forward every year from 1950 to 2010 (blue). SST = sea surface
temperature; SPB = spring predictability barrier.
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stability. Figure 2 illustrates the running decadal mean of the spring BJ
index along with the SPB intensity index. It is seen that the strong decadal
modulation on the spring persistence barrier indeed corresponds to a
similar change in the spring BJ index, both strong during the 1960s and
1970s, weak in the 1980s and 1990s, and strong again in the most recent
decade. This synchronization between the spring BJ index and the
ENSO spring persistence barrier is consistent with a correlation between
these two indices of 0.75 and significance at the 95% level with 10 degrees
of freedom, confirming that the BJ index is capable of modulating the
ENSO spring persistence barrier at the decadal time scale.

4.2. Mechanism for the Decadal Variation of the Spring
Persistence Barrier

The decadal change of the spring BJ index can be shown to be caused
mainly by that of the thermal damping process. The total coupled feed-
back represented by the BJ index comprises five feedback processes: the
thermal damping feedback on SST (TD), the mean advection feedback
(MA), ZA, EK, and TH feedbacks, mentioned above (Jin et al., 2006).
The thermal damping feedback involves heavily atmospheric processes
through the surface heat flux response to SST, while other feedback
mainly involves oceanic dynamic processes. We can therefore further
examine the role of each process played on the decadal variation of the
spring BJ index. Figure 3a shows the decadal variations of the spring BJ
index and its five components. It is obvious that decadal variation in the
spring BJ index is predominantly caused by the TD process. A quantitative
comparison (see Figure S3 in the supporting information) of the linear
relationships between the spring BJ index and its five linear components
shows that the decadal change of the spring BJ index is contributed pri-
marily by the TD process, ~49 ± 22%, which is much larger than the other
four oceanic dynamic components. The dominance of thermal damping
process implies that the decadal variation in the spring ENSO instability
involves atmospheric processes through the response of the total surface
heat flux to the underlying SST.

It should be pointed out that the dominance of thermal damping is mainly for spring, and other feedback
mechanisms could be predominant in other seasons. For example, during the boreal winter (December–
February), the BJ index is dominated by zonal advection and thermocline feedbacks (ZA and TH), which
contribute 32 ± 5% and 45 ± 9% to the total variation, respectively (see Figure S4 in the supporting informa-
tion). This implies that the oceanic dynamic processes could dominate the decadal ENSO variability in its
mature phase (Fang et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2014). However, the ocean dynamics do not seem to contribute
significantly to the decadal variation during the boreal spring. Instead, our new finding here is that it is the
TD and the associated atmospheric processes that contribute most to the decadal variation of the spring
persistence barrier.

The thermal damping feedback can be further decomposed into six subfeedback processes: the downward
and upward shortwave radiation, the downward and upward longwave radiation, and the latent and sensi-
ble heat fluxes. The decadal variation of these subfeedback processes (Figure 3b) shows that the decadal var-
iation in spring TD feedback is caused primarily by the LHF‐SST feedback and secondarily by the DSWRF‐
SST feedback, both being synchronized with the total TD feedback, accounting for a total of 90% of the var-
iation (58 ± 6% for LHF‐SST and 32 ± 6% for DSWRF‐SST). This indicates that the LHF feedback and, addi-
tionally, the downward shortwave feedback play the dominant roles in inducing the decadal variation of the
ENSO spring persistence barrier.

4.3. Modulation of Climatological SST on the Heat Flux‐SST Feedbacks

The decadal variation of the latent and downward shortwave feedbacks can be further understood physically
from the change of the background mean SST. Physically, the LHF is influenced by the underlying SST,

Figure 3. Decadal variations in the spring BJ index, TD feedback, and
their components. (a) Time series of the spring BJ index (black solid)
and its components, including the thermal damping feedback (TD, red
solid), the mean advection feedback (MA, blue dashed), the zonal advec-
tion feedback (ZA, cyan dashed), the Ekman feedback (EK, purple
dashed), and the thermocline feedback (TH, green dashed). (b) Time series
of the spring TD (red solid) feedback intensities and its components,
including the latent heat flux (LHF, blue solid), the downward shortwave
radiation flux (DSWRF, green solid), the upward shortwave radiation flux
(USWRF, cyan dashed), the sensible heat flux (SHF, purple dashed), the
upward longwave radiation flux (ULWRF, gray dashed) and the down-
ward longwave radiation flux (DLWRF, green dashed). The shadings in
both subplots show the error bars for the corresponding processes (shaded
95% confidence for a Student's t test).
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surface humidity, and surface wind speed, while the DSWRF is influenced
by local convection and, consequently, the total amount of clouds.
Therefore, the decadal variation in the strength of these two feedbacks,
that is, the regression relationships between these two heat fluxes and
the SST, could be influenced by the background mean SST, particularly
over the tropical central eastern Pacific, where the significant decadal var-
iation signals are observed, associated with the interdecadal Pacific
Oscillation (Zhang et al., 1997).

Figure 4 shows the scatter diagrams of the mean spring Niño3.4 SST
anomalies in a 10‐year window moving forward every year starting from
1950, which represents the decadal variation of the climatological state
and the corresponding strength of the two heat flux‐SST feedbacks.
First, regardless of the mean SST, the two feedbacks are negative, suggest-
ing a warmer SST anomaly damped by the loss of LHF into the atmo-
sphere and lack of shortwave radiation flux. Furthermore, the intensity
of either feedback exhibits a significant linear relationship with the mean
SST anomaly, with the slopes of the two feedbacks as −0.12 ± 0.03 and
−0.05 ± 0.02 ((W/m2)/°C)/(°C), respectively. This result suggests that
the intensities of the two negative heat flux‐SST feedbacks tend to be
stronger with a warmer climatological SST, which is consistent with the
fact that the warmer the background state is, the more sensitive the latent
heat loss and the total cloud amount are (so the downward short wave
radiation) to SST anomalies.

The variation of the DSWRF‐SST feedbacks is consistent with the varia-
tions of the cloud amounts‐SST feedbacks, that is, the feedbacks between
SST anomalies and all the high, middle, low, and total cloud amounts are
intensified with the warming of the background state (see Figure S5 in the
supporting information). The intensified thermal damping with a warmer

climate is equivalent to a nonlinear relationship between surface heat flux and SST, with a stronger reduc-
tion of the heat flux with SST (damping) for a warm anomaly. Physically, it indicates that these relationships
could be related to the water vapor dependence on temperature through the Clausius‐Clapeyron formula
(which describes the rate of increase in atmospheric moisture with warming), with a warmer climate provid-
ing more moisture and, in turn, stronger latent heat release, convection process, and cloud processes. The
dependence of the feedback intensity, in particular the dominant LHF feedback, on background mean
SST has been confirmed to be robust in other reanalysis data (see Figure S6 in the supporting information).

We also analyzed the relationships between the intensities of the LHF‐SST feedbacks and the climatological
surface wind speed, for which the wind speed anomalies were averaged over the Niño3.4 region and the
entire equatorial Pacific (see Figure S7 in the supporting information). However, no significant linear rela-
tionship was obtained; that is, the slopes of the LHF‐SST feedback obtained using the two calculations were
0.09 ± 0.1 and 0.04 ± 0.05 ((W/m2)/°C)/(m/s), respectively. This result indicates that the decadal variation of
the spring instability of ENSO is influenced more by the underlying background mean SST than by the sur-
face wind speed.

The above analyses indicate that the strength of the major TD processes during the boreal spring vary with
the decadal variation in the background mean SST, which then modulate the thermal damping process,
ENSO instability, and eventually the ENSO spring persistence barrier. The eastern Pacific experienced a cold
state during the 1960s and 1970s and a warm state during the 1980s and 1990s before experiencing a cold
state in the most recent decade (as illustrated by the background mean SST over the Niño3.4 region in
Figure 2; England et al., 2014). Corresponding to this decadal variation, the LHF‐SST and DSWRF‐SST feed-
backs (and in turn the SPB) are also weakened (strengthened) during the 1960s and 1970s (cyan to green
dots) and strengthened (weakened) during the 1980s and 1990s (yellow to orange dots; Figures 3b and 2).
In the most recent decade, both thermal feedbacks are weakened again (wine red dots), leading to a more
severe spring persistence barrier than the previous decade.

Figure 4. Modulation of climatological SST on the heat flux‐SST feedbacks
during a boreal spring. Scatter diagrams and the corresponding fitting lines
(with the values of the slopes ±1.96 standard error; 95% confidence level for
Student's t test) between the mean spring SST anomalies over the Niño3.4
region in a 10‐year window moving forward every year from 1950 to 2010
and (a) the spring LHF‐SST feedback and (b) spring DSWRF‐SST feedback.
The colors of the dots indicate the central year of the decade used in the
calculation. SST = sea surface temperature; LHF = latent heat flux; DSWRF
= downward shortwave radiation flux.
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5. Conclusions and Discussion

Our study shows that the SPB can be modulated significantly by interdecadal climate variability in the
Pacific. As the mean state of the tropical Pacific warms, more moisture is released into the atmosphere for
the same magnitude of SST warming, which further intensifies the latent heat release, convection and cloud
processes, and, eventually, thermal damping over the tropical Pacific, which lead to amore stable ENSO dur-
ing boreal spring. Themore stable ENSO in spring then weakens the ENSO's spring persistence barrier, mak-
ing ENSO easier to be predicted. Therefore, our potential predictability of ENSO and its global climate
impact can also be modulated significantly by decadal variability and perhaps for the future global warming
climate. Furthermore, this synchronization of spring persistence barrier and background mean SST on dec-
adal time scales has been found to be robust after 1920 using a longer data sets (see Figure S8 in the support-
ing information). This change of mean climate and spring persistence barrier implies that the spring
persistence barrier may also be changed in the future with the mean climate.

It should be noted that this study proposes a modulation mechanism of the decadal variation in spring per-
sistence barrier from the point view of ENSO itself (Mu, Duan, & Wang, 2007) and its related instability and
thermal damping processes. It introduces a new perspective rather than excluding other potential factors, for
example, the decadal variation in the correlation between SST and thermocline depth (Lübbecke &
McPhaden, 2014; McPhaden, 2003; Zhu et al., 2015). In addition, when investigating the decadal variation
in the DSWRF‐SST feedback, we mainly focused on the downward shortwave radiation and the related
cloud amounts. Physically, the cloud amounts in the tropical Pacific are primarily induced by deep convec-
tion, which suggests that a confirmation test should be conducted on the variation in the precipitation‐SST
feedback. However, since the reliable precipitation data is only from 1979 onward, it is not adequate to inves-
tigate the decadal variation. Nevertheless, we conducted a comparison between the two decades, that is,
1990–1999 and 2001–2010 (corresponding to those in Figure 1), which shows that corresponding to the
cooler background mean SST during the latter period, the precipitation‐SST feedback in the Niño3.4 region
is indeed much weaker (see Figure S9 in the supporting information). In addition, it shows that the cooler
background mean SST in the Niño3.4 region shifts the large ENSO‐related convection westward, which is
consistent with the results shown in Ham and Kug (2012).
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